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JANEZ ORESNIK 

THE OBLIGATORIUM OF UNEMPHATIC 

PRONOUN SUBJECTS IN THE GERMANIC LANGUAGES 


I t is oamman knowledge that one of the important di£feren:ces be
tween the moderm Germa'lllic bnguages a'l1d most other weU~lmown lan
guages ti.'s in the use of unempha'tic ~personal) pronoun subjects. In most 
Slavic languages, for instance, unemphatic pronoun subjects are usu
ally omitted, whereas in the modern Germanic languages, they are best 
described as obligatory, unless the subject is expressed otherwise. E. g. 
the Slovenian prihajam 'venio' (without overt subject NP) can be trans
lated into English as I am coming, containing the overt subject I. 

The present paper discusses the origin of unemphatic pronoun sub
jects' obligatorium in the Germanic languages. 

(1) There exist £irve h)'lpotheses on the or'i~in of the oblHgatory pronOUIn 
subjects in the Germanic languages (cf. Kuen 1956): 

(1.1) Koegel 1882, and later many others concurring (most recently 
Strunk 1975: 321), saw the reason for the obligatorium of unemphatic 
pronoun subjects in the indistinctness of certain person markers in finite 
verbs. 

(1.2) Baeseoke 1919 ascri~bed Ithe dbHgatorii'um of unemphatic pro
noun ,subjects 10 the ,latter's loss '0f weight in 'tlhe Genrna'Illic ilanguages. 

(1.3) Wartburg 1943 connected the obligatorium of unemphatic pro
noun subjects (in German only) with the inclination of native speakers 
of German towards pleonasm. 

(1.4) Schwarz 1951 mentioned the possibility that the Germanic lan
guages had borrowed the obligatorium of unemphatic pronoun subjects 
from the neighbouring Romance languages. 

(1.5) Kuen 1956 saw in the 'obliga'tori.UJm of rUue:rnJ}Jihatiic pron:oun soo
jects atmft of lIlatirve Sipealker.,s of the GeJ1malI1ic lamgJUages, who were ac
tion-oriented, and therefore believed that every activity originates in an 
acting subject. 

My criticism of the above hypotheses is that they do not take into ac
count the following relevaJIlt facts based on the Gothic, Old High German, 
and Northumibria1n maternal: 
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(2.1) The GOTHIC pronoun subjects were investigated by Schulze 
1924, and he concluded that there was a tendency towards a more frequent 
use of pronoun subjects in Biblical Gothic dependent clauses, than iA. the 
Greek orU·ginal; the ,same tendency was much wealkerin Gothic malin clau
ses. 1# 

(2.2) The OLD HIGH GERMAN faots Qknown :partly since Held 1903, 
and especially since Eggenberger 1961): 

(2.2.1) The pronoun subjects were almost obligatory in main clauses 
characterised by normal word order (= pronoun subject before finite 
verb, the two nat necessari.tyin contaot) and i·n most connecbi·ve"imtro
duced dependent clauses. 

Since connective-introduced dependent clauses are also characterised 
by nOffilal word oIlder, (2.2.1) can be reformulated alS 

(2.2.1)' The pronoun subjects were almost obligatory in clauses cha
racterised by normal word order. 

(2.2.2) In main clauses characterised by inverted word order, there 
was only a tendency towards the obligatorium of pronoun subjects. (This 
statement does not apply to questions characterised by inverted word or
der, seeing that the material does not allow any precise statement about 
questions.) 

(2.2.3) In main clauses characterised by inverted word order, the pro
noun subjects were more frequent in the first and second persons than 
in the third persons. 

The above three point·s (2.2.1-3) refer only to the Iprose tex,ts Isidor 
and Tatiian, and It'O ·the pronaunsubjeots accomparuie:d by f.inite veJ.1bs, ex
cepting the ·£i'r·st persOll1 [plural, which is (for good reasons) a >special case 
with respeot to pronoun sub'jeot6 in Old Hi,gh German. The pronoun 
subjeot of the imperat.ive, Mkewise disregarded'here, is dli1scussed in Ore
snilk (forthcolJ1.1JIlling). 

The presentation of facts sub (2.2) above, the result of a rereading of 
Eggenberger 1961, especially of his chapter on Isidor, supersedes"the cor
responding portion of Oresnik 1984, which work is therefore replaced in 
toto by the present paper. 

(2.3) The NORTHUMBRIAN pronoun subject·s were investigated by 
Berndt 1956, and he concluded that the use of pronoun subjecns in Nomh
wnbrian was more frequent in the foirst and second persons nhan in the 
third persons. 

The facts mentioned sub (2) above refer to emphatic as well as to 
unemphatic pronoun subjects. This, however, is not likely to hinder our 
study of unemphatic pronoun subjects. Consider Rosengren's (1974) re
sults oonceming the frequency of pronoun 6 iUbjects in wriiuen ISrtandard 
Spanish (a language lacking the obligatorium of pronoun subjects); Ro
sengren shows (1974: 68, 131) that yo 'I' comes out as more often expres
sed thaneI, ala 'he,"she,' regardless of whether their emphatic usage is 
included in the statistics or not. 
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(II) I now propose to accolU'nt for the facts mentiioneid s'U1b (2) above. 

In what follows, I will base my remarks on the Old High German ma
terial, which offers the most hints for the solution of our problem. The 
Gothic and the Northumbrian facts stated sub (2.1) and (2.3) above, point 
in the same direction, but are of smaller depth, in the Gothic case probab
ly because the material does not allow deeper insights, in the Northum
brian case either for the same reason , or the pertinent investigations have 
not been precise enough. 

We can begin (a) with the observation that the pronOW1 subjects' ob
ligatorium (2.2.1) and the observed difference among the verbal persons 
(2.2.3) are in complementary distribution, and (b) with the known fact that 
the obligatorium (2.2.1) was an innovation of the GermaJl1ic languages. On 
the basis of this, I suggest that the difference among the verbal persons 
(2.2 .3) represents the inherited state of affairs, partly (i. e. with non-inver
ted pronoun subjects) covered up by the obligatorium (2.2 .1). 

The hYlpDthesilS assumes, then, such 'a ·statein the preJliiterary devel
opment of the Germanic languages im which (A) Inhere was IIlO obhigatoni· 
urn of unemphatic pronoun subjects, and (B) the difference among verbal 
persons (2.2.3) obtained everywhere, both under normal and inverted word 
orders. 

The assumption (A) is here deemed indisputable. We turn to (B). 
To account for the difference among verbal persons (2.2.3), it is nece

ssary, I believe, to assume that the addition of an unemphatic pronoun 
subject to the finite verb is technicaHy a STRENGTHENING. - The the
ory of strengthenings (and weakenings) was first developed in the so-cal
led NATURAL PHONOLOGY by the American linguist David Stampe in 
the sixties. Later, it was applied to morphology as well, notably by the 
Aust'nian(~based) lilIlguist!S Dressler and Mayert'haler, and by their DDR
-colleague Wurzel. (For the bibliography, see Dressler 1985.) In my opi
nion, the theory is applicable in syntax as well, and it is of course with 
the latter that we are dealing here. 

Strengthenings have been defined as linguistic changes aimed at faci
litating the task of the hearer in the communicative situation, that is , at 
facilitating the decoding of messages. Therefore, strengthenings are also 
called CLARIFICATIONS. Here belong, for instance, all periphrastic con
structions. Our unemphatic pronoun subjects also belong here. They are 
clarifications in the sense that they make it unnecessary to compute the 
unexpressed subjects from the context and/or from the communicative 
situation (d. Rein 1961: 193). 

A characteristic trait of strengthenings is that they first spread - if 
at all - i:r,to the so-called STRONG positions. Hence, a possible explana
tion of the difference among verbal persons (2.2.3) is that the non-third 
persons may be felt as 'stronger' than the third persons, for which reason 
unemphatic pronoun subjects, being strengthenings, spread quicker into 
the first and second persons than into the third persons. 

From a different angle, it is also worth pointing out that the least 
marked items are least likely to change. As for instance Benveniste had 
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insisted, and many others concurred, the third person is the least marked 
verbal person. Consequently it should be the third person that is the least 
likely to become strengthened, i. e. in our case, to accept additional·syn
tactic encoding by aid of an unemphatic pronoun subject. As a parallel I 
can mention the known fact that the third person singular ~esent indi
cative in modern English has been the least of all verbal persons willing 
10 gi'Ve up ins 'Old !lDonphal'Ogical encoding (namely its ending -s). 

The theory of strengthenings makes at least three empirically veri
fiable predictions, in our case: 

(3.1) Seeing that the literary language favours constructions that are 
clarifications, to a greater extent than does the colloquial language, it can 
be predicted that the literary language will utilise unemphatic pronoun 
subjects to a greater extent than the colloquial language. As corrobora
tion, consider the following detail which demonstrates that the obligato
rium of unemphatic pronoun subjects is laxer in non-standard speech. As 
is well known, in a number of German dialects, the sound laws have eli
minated the inverted unemphatic pronoun subject du, e. g. kommst du > 
kommste> kommst, but those dialects do little to remedy the situation, 
i. e. to reintroduce an unemphatic pronoun subject in such cases. 

(3 .2) In our hypothesis, there is nothing to tell why the difference 
among the verbal persons (2.2.3) should obtain in the Germanic languages 
only. The hypothesis, if anything, predicts that the same state of affairs 
will obtain in ALL languages that lack obligatory pronoun subjects. And 
indeed, in so far as the grammatical literature about the languages that 
lack the pronoun subjects' obligatorium makes statements about the dif
ference among the verbal persons, that literature asserts exactly this: the 
use of unemphatic pronoun subjects is more frequent in non-third than 
in third persons. I know of such statements for classical Greek (Schwyzer 
1950: 187-8), for Latin (Hofmann-Szantyr 1965: 173---4), for Spanish (Ro
sengren 1974). - I am not referring to .the morphological verbal persons, 
but to semantic ones: the honorific pronouns of address are included ir
respect:iIVe of the fOllIIlal ver<bal peI1son thart !l:!hey combcirne with. - Rosen
gren's exact statisrical data on Spanish are very much like Eggenberger's 
for Old High German, but little can be built on this circumstance, seeing 
that Eggenberger's sample is essentially smaller than Rosengren's so that 
the similarities may be due to chance. 

(3.3) There is nothing in our hypothesis to tell why the strengthening 
of verbal persons should invDlve pronoun subjects only. The hypothesis, 
if anything, predicts that all kinds of syntactic strengthenings, if they cri
tically involve verbal persons, first appear in the non-third persons, a:nd 
spread only more slowly to the third persons. Consider periphrastic con
structions, which are typkalstrengthenings. With those, our hypothes'iiS 
ought to be relatively easily verified in practice, given the wealth of peri
phrastic constructions in the languages of the world. However, the per
tinent syntactic studies (can) only seldom reach such depth that the dif
ference among verbal persons would become evident. I know at present 
of only one per~phras~ic construction that has been scrumnised lim suffii
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aient detail, an.d t!hat i,s the German perfect tense, e. g. ichhabe gelesen. It 
can indeed be seen from the 'statistics in Hauser-Suida & Hoppe-Beugel 
1972 and in Latzel 1977 (the two monographs are devoted to the use of 
the perfect and pretevi,te tenses in IStandalr'd German) ;that the use of the 
perfect tense is almost invariably more frequent in the non-third persons 
than :im the thi'I1d persons, aJIlid converseJly for ,the synthetlic preterite 
tense, ich las. These ,data aTe promiSing, amd should Istimulate f.urther re
sea'rch in this direction. 

To summarise, (3.1-3) above support the theory of unemphati<z pro
noun subjects being cases of strengthening. 

There is nothing in our explanation of the difference among verbal 
persons (2.2.3) to preclude the existence of unemphatic pronoun subjects 
in all languages that lack the obligatorium of pronoun subjects. Thus the 
prediction is that unemphatic pronoun subjects do obtain in all such lan
guages . It is in fact the case that unemphatic pronoun subjects are repor
ted from a variety of languages and dialects. Examples: spoken Slovenian 
(my observation, but d. also ToporiSic 1976: 242) 'standaJ1d Hall,ian (Rohlf~ 
1949 §A51). 

In my opinion, the sporadic use of unemphatic pronoun subjects has 
ari'senon analogy with OIther words. A'S 'i's weU known, mOist words of any 
language can be used both emphatically and unemphatically, as the need 
arises. I suggest thalt tMs 'state of affairrs was extended, 'by ama~ogy; to the 
emphatic pronoun subjects, sporadically making them utilisable also 
when they needed no emphasis. 

As can be seen from the above, there is nothing in the explanation 
oftilie d1fiference among veI1ba'l ip0rs'OnlS (2.2.3) 'to tpredict ,that it'hat dliffer
ence wG:H bel,imited t'O iinverted ,pronoun sulbjects, 3JS ilt ~:s in Ol'd Httgh 
German. On the contrary, the expectation is that the difference will ob
tain with both inverted and non-inverted subjects. Witness the state of 
affailDs im the languages enumerated sub (3.2) ahove. The iimi'tatfon of the 
difference among the verbal persons to inverted subjects that obtains in 
Old High German (see 2.2.3 above) must be of a different origin. I sug
gest, I repeat, that the l,imitation to inverted lS'l~bject's is due to thedbdiga
torium of non-inverted pronoun subjects that covered up the difference 
among verbal persons. 

(III) What remaJi'llS t'O be d'isol]S'sed, is an eXiplam\ltJi'On of the OBL'IGATO
RIUM of unemphatic pronoun subjects in the Germanic languages. I be
gin with my following observation: 

(4) The languages and dialects in which the use of unemphatic pro
noun subj~cts is obligatory or almost obligatory, can be divided into two 
cl~sses: . . . . . 

(4.1) The languages and dialects that owe the said obligatorium to 
the indistinctness of some of the accompanying finite verbs. An example 
is standard Riussla'n. The unempha'tic pronoun ,subjects of 'slUch 'languages 
are tYiplically accented. 
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(4.2) The languages and dialects that owe the said obligatorium to 
some reason or reasons other than the indistinctness of some of the ac
companying finite verbs. Here pertain the standard Germanic languaoges, 
stJanaaI1d French, a IlIumiber of Frrenoh dialects, Rhaeto4Romance of Swi
tZeI'larnd, Friu~ian, and a nurrniber of northern I,talian dia'lects.6J'he obliga
torium of those languages arose at a time when they possessed (and SQ
me of them still possess) mutually distinct verbal endings. Cons-ider the 
following observation made by Kuen (1956) as proof that the indistinct
ness of certain verbal endings cannot have been the prime motor behind 
the obligatQrium of pronoun sulbjectis -in French: at the tlirrne when ,vhe 
said obligatorium arose, Spanish possessed more mutually indistinct 
verbal endings than French, yet the latter, not Spanish, developed the 
obligatorium of prQnoun subjects. - The unemphatic pronoun subjects 
of the enumerated languages are typically not accented. 

Given the above observation (4), I suggest (elaborating Baesecke 
1919, cf. 1.2 above) that there is a causal relationship between the obli
gatorium of pronoun subjects and their unaccentedness, in the Germanic 
languages, such that the unaccentedness caused the obhgatorium, as will 
be explained below. 

As is well known, the unemphatic pronoun subjects of the Germanic 
languages (with the possible exception of Gothic, whose situation is not 
clear in this respect) have been unaccented throughout literary times. 
Unaccented pronoun subjects were even assumed for Common Germa
nic, by Streitberg (1896) 1943: 165, Meillet 1908-9: 90, and Kluge 1913: 
101-2, among others. More recentlly, the peI1tinent evidence from the 
old Germanic languages has been discussed in Hopper 1975: 33-6, with 
references, especially to Kuhn 1933. 

I wiiU nO'w ad:dJress :the questiO'n of ,the 0I1i'Wi1n Q1f the Sl\.llbject pronouns' 
unaccerntedmess. 

I assume that the unaccentedness of pronoun subjects first develo
ped in connective-introduced dependent clauses, in which the (sporadi
cally used) unemphatic pronoun subjects lost their accent through the 
ass'imilation of 'that accent -to' the -ladi</weal!<Jness of accent :in the im
mediately precedli'lllg unaccented or wealkly accented CDI1lIlecti'Ve. (A,s Ii!s weU 
knO'wn, the prevailing word order in connective-introduced dependent 
clauses containing pronoun subjects, at the beginning of the literary pe
riod, was, connective - pronoun subject - the rest, so that, in such cla
uses, the pronoun sufbiject wa's almos!t irrwa:rti~b:ly preceded by the C()rrl[loct
ive. Example: Hli'Mebrandlied 43 dat du habes heme 'dass dIU hast zu 
Hause.' For the word order of the subject in Old High German depen
dent clauses, see Wunder 1965: 485, 524.) 

Thus two cOIlidii,tions seem 10' have t'O obtaUn in conneotJi've~i[lt'roduced 
dependent clauses f'Or tJhe Iloss of accenrt to talke place tim. tJhe 'lhl1emphatic 
pronoUlIlSillJojectS: {a) strong preva'lence of the wo~d order, connecti'Ve 
- IPronounsUlbject - -the TeS't, and Qb) the unaccentedness/weak 
accentedness of the connective. - It must be assumed that the unem
phatic pronOlliIl subjects of the Germanic 'laul3uages (except possLbly 
Gothic) lost their accent before iliterary mmes. 

.. 
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Beside beilIlg unaccented, the U!I1eIlliplhaJtic opI'OI1lOUln su!bJjectls have a'llso 
been reldundail1't; reduIJ.Idant in ,the sense tJha't :languages Catn do wlithout 
them, in that the information contained in them can in most instances 
be oomputed fl10m the context and/()II" f,mm the oomrnUlIlk:atqrve siiwaJtlion 
(cf. RelilIl 1961: 193) . 

As the next stage in the development of pronoun subjects' obligato
rium, I suggest that sporadic unaccented pronoun subjects became more 
ot less obligatory, in the dependent clauses introduced by an unaccented 
(wealk1ly accented) connectirve. I iprOlpose IDO eXipiaiinthii's wJth my 'Obser
vation that redundant unaccented words tend to spread from the locus 
of original usage, and to become obligatory, or almost obligatory. By way 
of example, consider the spread of the pre-infinitival particle English to 
(German ZU, Danish at, etc.). There is a comparable spread of unaccented 
pre-iIl1filIliftivaJ lPartJides in Romance ilanguages. 

Most dependent clauses not introduced by a connective still lacked 
the obligatorium of unemphatic pronoun subjects as late as Otfrid (Eg
genberger 1961: 51-4). 

From connective-introduced dependent clauses, the now obligatory 
pronoun subjects began to spread into main clauses, as can be expected 
since unemphatic pronoun subjects had received the character of redun
dant unaccented words. Probably the situation in dependent clauses sup
ported the spread of unaccented pronoun subjects especially into those 
main clauses characterised by normal word order, seeing that, in depen
dent clauses, the subject likewise preceded the verb (although the sub
ject and the verb were not necessarily in contact, but the same held true 
of some main clauses) . 

(IV) We are now lin a pOSliltion to answer the fallowing questions: 

(5.1) Why were the inverted (non-obligatory) unemphatic pronoun 
subjects more frequent in the non-third than in the third persons? 

Because the use of unemphatic pronoun subjects was technically a 
strengthening, and strengthenings spread earlier to non-third than to 
third persons. 

(5.2) Why were the inverted unemphatic pronoun subjects not obli
gatory? 

Because the obligatorium arose under normal word order, and had 
not yet spread ,.untJo wll'verted wond order by bhe :time of lsidor aJIld TatliaJIl. 

(5.3) Why were the unemphatic pronoun subjects of those clauses 
characterised by normal word order obligatory? 

• Because the obligatol"'ium arose under normal word order in the 
first place. 

(5.4) How did that obligatorium arise? 

See the extensive explanation above. 
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(V) Alsthe las·tsftaIge ofvhe developmoot !OIf unemphatic IprOTJ!oUn lSiUJb~eoils 
I poSit thefdHowing: l'n the maiiln ola'Uses characterti.'sed by inrverted 'WOIrl 

order; the .redundant ,unaccented pronoun subjects became obligatory 
even in,the main clauses characterised by the inrversion of the subject. 
(The completion of the spread of pronoun subjects qua redu*ldant unac
certed word.) Witness .the ,state of affair-s in j)he modern Genmamc .lan
guages. " ' 

. . Essentially the same stages of dervelopment as in the present paper 
harve been tentatirvelyassumed by-,Eggenberger (1961: 143) »Der Weg des 
S;PJ=Su:Qjektspronomen, JO] beim Eindringen in die geschriebene 
SpraQhe 'kOnnte .also lso sikiZ!ziert werden, idass es ·seine P.osition ZJuerst tim 
NS ::[ ;=:;Nebensatz; JOl festigte, hernach in der geraden Wortfolge des 
RSL== 'Hauptsatz, JO]' (undzugleich zuerst in der 1. und 2. Person, mit 
deutlicher Tendenz aber auch in der 3. Person), zuletzt auch im HS gene
rell, nur dass das SP in den restlichen Fallen n a c h das Verbum zu ste
heri katn.« :' .. . . ' " 

For 'l'cidk of eVJ.idence, l10tiliing cam be sai'd about the Sipread of 'Pl'OInol\lJ[l 
sU''\Jjects ,im. claJUse types other than those dJi'scuiSsed here. Anyway, I 
assume ·that the' old-Germanic languages and dialects other than Old 
High German -and Northumbrian harve also undergone the changes just 
des<;ribed, likewise mostly in pre-literary times, whereas the Gothic si
tua,ViKm probably reflects. the i'D'iltiaiJ stageaf ·the devell()pment. 

My hypothesis about the origin of unemphatic pronoun subjects' ob
ligatorium)n, th~ Germanic languages predicts that the use of such sub
jects,.if the.yare unaccented, does not depend upon whether the accom
panying finite verbs contain any person markers or not. This prediction 
is borne out: obligatory unemphatic pronoun subjects are now used in 
languages such as German and Icelandic, whose finite verbs to a great 
extent do display person markers, as well as in languages such as Danish, 
Norwegian, , Swedish, 'whose fi ni te verbs do not any longer display per
son markers. 
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Sazetak 

OBAVEZNA UPOTREBA NENAGLASENIH ZAMJENICKIH SUBJEKATA 

U GERMANS KIM JEZIClMA 
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